The close relation between HermItIan wavelets transforms and the dlffuslon equation 1s used to derive a one-parameter family of distributed sources as solutions to the inverse diffusion problem m RN x R-The class of solutions 1s interpreted m terms of energetically dominant events m the wavelet representation, where the scale of the event IS proportional to Its age The constructlon procedure 1s a straghtforward extension of the mverse wavelet transform formula Simple examples illustrate the method
INTRODUCTION
Several variants of the problem of inverse dlffuslon have been treated m some detail by Isakov [l] and references cited there In this paper, we address the case of the backward heat equation The problem of possible histories of a given field under a dlffuslon process 1s Ill-posed on two counts the solutions are nonumque and they are exponentially unstable In this paper, a one-parameter family of solutions 1s found m the form of a contmuous dlstrlbutlon of pomt sources (Dlrac smgularltles or their spatial denvatlves) These solutions arlse from the contmuous mverse wavelet 
HERMITIAN WAVELET TRANSFORMS AND THEIR INVERSE
Given a field U(Z), the filtered field' 0~ at scale C and location z 1s obtained by convolvmg a Gaussian filter with the signal u Partial support for this work was provided by the U S NatIonal Science Foundation under Grant CTS-9819796 'For the clarity of notations and to reserve famlhar subscnpts for vector fields, presubscrlpts will be used to denote Gaussian filtering as m ou(C, I) or the related Hernutlan wavelet transforms of order n > 0, as m ,,u(C, z) below 0893-9659/01/$ -see front matter @ 2001 Elsevler Science Ltd All rights reserved Typeset by &@-W PI1 SO893-9659(00)00203-2 ou(<, x) = S(C,x) * U(X) = -& /_m u(y) e-(z-Y)2/4~ dy
=&J_:4~,go(+j dy
Since the hmlt of S for small 5 1s a Dlrac dlstnbutlon, It IS easy to see that Here, go(t) = e-t*/2 1s not C1 wavelet, but its derlvatlves
satisfy the admlsslblhty condltlon (see [2] ) Equation (4) defines the Hermlte polynomials h, The scale factor C 1s proportional to the square of the smoothmg scale (and of the dilation factor m the wavelet literature) Its analytical advantages were used by [3, 4] One can readily prove that @l)U aou -=-6x2
ac '
which 1s a compatlblhty condltlon for ou as a function of < and z Therefore, the filtered field ou Table 1 To the extent that each dlstrlbutlon of sources yields the same observable field u(z), we will consider them to be equivalent forerunners of the signal Table 1 Possible source dlstrlbutlons of order k ldent&d from wavelet transforms of order n from variants of the inverse transform formula 
EXAMPLES
A few examples will show the rehablhty of the method and are usefully contrasted with variants obtained by analytic contmuatlon to negative times, m the rare cases when this optlon 1s available For a cosine U(Z) = cos (kx),
the wavelet potential 1s easily calculated m the form ou(C, z) = e-lizC cos (kz),
which repeats the periodic structure of u Analytic contmuatlon toward negative C yields the familiar exponential mcrease, which comcldes with the separable solution obtamed by Fourier transform The solution has a distributed smgularrlty at C -t -oo The separablhty and the exponential evolution are artifacts of the perlodlclty of the field, and are built mto the Fourier version of this problem A different picture emerges if we refer to equation (10) Then, we have
2n~(c, x) = (-l)nk2ne-"2C cos (kz)
an d
A periodic dlstrlbutlon of sources 1s identified as the factor of S m the mtegrand The exponential factor 1s not the same as m equation (13) Indeed, the magnitude of the source dlstrlbutlon for The period of the osclllatlons varies linearly with z, so that as z --$ 0 the wavenumber increases mdefimtely, as seen m Figure 4 Furthermore, the magnitude for small 2 increases as exp (k2<i/z), and extremely steep rise A segment -2& 5 2 5 2& IS singular If similar features appear m a problem for which analytical mampulatlons are too cumbersome or lmposslble, a numerical solution would fall due to the faster than exponential increase m magmtude and increasing frequency of the osclllatlons m the vlcmlty of the source The wavelet-based alternatlve derived earher 1s straghtforward (if cumbersome mampulatlons were carried out with Maple), and the result 1s shown m Figure 5 Note that all sources are relatively recent, and that no smgularltles are mvolved m their computation
N-DIMENSIONAL INVERSE DIFFUSION
Let us now consider the N-dlmenslonal dlffuslon problem and its inverse The wavelet potential 1s defined as Note [4] that the directional scale factor & does not have vector propertres The wavelet transform is obtamed by takmg the n:, th derivatives of the potential with respect to each of the x3s It is not necessary that the order of derivatives should be the same for all Cartesian directions Under these circumstances, it is clear that the wavelet transform, and its inverse, can also be calculated m each direction independently Assuming all n,s equal to n for simphcity, the inverse transform 
DISCUSSION
The problem of backward diffusion 1s framed as one of computation of suitable sources Contmuous dlstrlbutlons of past sources diffusing mto a given current field are constructed by mterpretatlon of the inverse Hermitian wavelet transform of this field For any choice of order of the wavelet, the sources are associated with the energy maxima of the current field m the spatial/spectral domain, the scale of the local energy extremum 1s a direct measure of the age of the correspondmg event Since the computation of the wavelet coefficients and the mverse transform only require squaremtegrablhty of the signal, this method 1s numerically very reliable, and does not suffer from exponential mstablhtles Unmty, however, 1s not satisfied The locatlon of the past sources can be mampulated to some extent by the selection of Hermitian wavelets of different orders (n > l), and the type of sources (Dlrac dlstrlbutlon or its derivatives of order Ic) by integration by parts It was mentioned above that the choice of k relates to vanishing moments (up to order k -1) of each contrlbutlon to the signal Computational or physical reasons might govern the selectlon of the functional basis m different apphcatlons Wlthm each such option, the choice of n corresponds to different spectral resolution by the correspondmg analyzing wavelet It seems unlikely that preference for one or the other would be Justified for all possible problems, rather, this paper presents a range of options from which additional numerical or physical constraints might select an optimal representation m a given context Possible apphcatlons include the experimental generation of given dlstrlbutlons as the endresult of a diffusive process Discrete approxlmatlons of a chosen history result from lumping the sources around their peaks, thus, capturing most of the energy of the resulting field Fmally, one can also envision a treatment of nonlinear diffusive problems, such as turbulence, m which the scale separation of the nonlinear dynamics would be related to the age of the flow structures at finite Reynolds numbers While It remains true that the past cannot be reconstructed unequivocally, we have obtained a family of equivalent hlstorles evolving mto the present field Past values of the field will obviously reflect only the prior nonumque hlstory of sources, with more recent sources affectmg the solution mto the present In fact, the small-scale asymptotlcs of the wavelet transforms indicate a power-law dlstrlbutlon of sources m the immediate past, with higher exponents for higher-order wavelets
